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Budapest
Collection

This Kitchen is a Shaker style, that has been
painted in White and Peacock Blue. The
worktops are a mix of White Arabesque
quartz and Oak. The Oak has been stained to
perfectly match the Bolzano bar stools, and
the entire look is pulled together by that
fabulous Camaro floor in Georgian
parquet!

Double Shaker
Collection

This design is a Double Shaker style,
painted in Porcelain & Manor House Grey.
The worktop featured is White Arabesque
quartz, teamed with a French oak breakfast
bar. The red accessories really pop in this
clean, sleek kitchen, and we love that pale
blue range!

Double Shaker
Collection

This Double Shaker style kitchen has a
Bordelino Oak interior, & has been painted
in White with the tall units showcasing one
of our stunning new colours, Hummingbird.
The quartz worktops are Snowy Ibiza and
the look is finished with a mix of bronze
cup handles and knobs. Such a fun family
kitchen!

Lismore Inframed Shaker
Collection

This gorgeous in-frame, Shaker style
kitchen from the team here at Celtic Interiors is hand-painted in Cornforth White, with
Basalt on the island. The worktops featured
are Lyksamm quartz and Oak. Such a stylish
space!

Double Shaker
Collection

This kitchen is a Double Shaker style. It has
been painted in Skimming Stone, with the
eye-catching island painted Peacock Blue.
The worktops are Snowy Ibiza quartz with
an oak breakfast bar. This kitchen also
features Quooker Nordic Twin taps and a
state-of-the-art Bora hob!

Shaker

Collection

This striking kitchen is a Shaker style,
painted in Downpipe, and features worktops in Blanco Maple. We love that classic
cornice and the feature being made of the
top glass doors with the use of lighting!

Slab Painted
Collection

This kitchen features slab doors which
have been painted in Railings & Charlotte's
Locks. It features a Bordelino Oak formica
worktop which pairs perfectly with the
interior of the bi-fold unit. I'm sure their
little friend loves the colour choice!

Painted J-Grip
Collection

This contemporary kitchen is painted in
Porcelain, while the island is a Gloss
Cashmere. The J-Grip doors keep the room
looking sleek and modern, with the client's
bold feature wall and colourful chairs
adding both personality and style! The
worktops are done in Blanco Stellar quartz
and a solid Oak breakfast bar.

Double Shaker
Collection

This gorgeous kitchen from our team is a
Double Shaker style, painted in White. The
island, painted in Railings, provides a
dramatic focal point for the space. The
worktops are White Arabesque quartz
with a plank walnut breakfast bar.

Double Shaker
Collection

This Double Shaker style kitchen is painted Pavillion Grey with Hague Blue on the
island. The worktops are Blanco Maple
quartz with an Oak breakfast bar. This
kitchen also features a state of the art hob
from Bora.

Step Shaker
Collection

This timeless kitchen has it all, a beautiful
window seat, a working & social island,
ample storage and spacious dining area. It
has been painted in Elephant’s Breath and
features quartz worktops in Blanco Maple.

Celtic Interiors

Lifestyle

T he Process at Celtic Interiors
A detailed pre design consultation is
Carried out with each of our clients. This
ensures that we can get a real feeling for
what the client is looking for in their home,
to suit their lifestyle and needs.
This “wish-list” stage lets the customers see
first hand how Celtic Interiors are going to
look after them and be with them every step
of the way.
The next stage is the Design Presentation.
The client is invited back into our
showroom to view the proposed design
for their kitchen. A full detailed design is
discussed and the client can really get a
sense of what is available to them. We
present our ideas using the very latest
computer technology and only when
they are completely happy with the
proposals will we move on to the next
stage and finalise all finishes, colours etc.

TOPS ON TOP
Cindy Crawford on New Silestone Eternal Noir

A full on site measure is carried out on site
By our qualified team and then the
Preparation, manufacturing and
Ordering takes place.
Our highly skilled carpenters and fitters
take over at this stage and make your
dream kitchen into a reality.
As you can see there is a whole team of
People behind the brand at Celtic
Interiors that make your experience with
Us an informative enjoyable experience.
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flex induction

circo therm ®

NOTHING GETS IN THE WAY OF
COOKING, NOT EVEN THE DOOR.
in

vita fresh®

neff light®

nahe

vario steam ®

full touch
control

At NEFF we create appliances that are tailored to modern
lifestyle and requirements. Our unique Slide&Hide® door fits
smoothly under the oven to give plenty of room, as well as
better access to the oven’s interior - ensuring an easy and
flexible approach to cooking. Recognising our customers’
need for maximum cooking space, our unique full-size ovens
are now even larger with a 71-litre capacity.

full steam

seamless
combination

twist pad®
Accessible – Baste, taste and
monitor your dishes throughout the
cooking process.

hydro fresh

flex induction
in

Soft Open door sensor-türöffnung
feature available within
N90 and N70 models

vita fresh®
nahe

slide&hide®

chef 70°

slide&hide®

circo therm ®
comfort flex

neff light®

free induction
vario steam ®

hydro fresh

in

Selected Slide&Hide® models are
now available with a choice of:

seamless
combination

full steam

twist pad®

flexPYROLYTIC
induction

vario steam ® circo therm ®

fullwi-fi
steam

neff light®

in

vita fresh®

sensor-türöffnung

flex induction

For more information visit
seamless
in
neff-home.com/ie/highlights/slide-and-hide
combination

nahe

chef 70°

GET CLOSER TO YOUR COOKING.

Unique – Be the envy of all your
dinner guests with the only oven to
feature a disappearing door.

slide&hide®

vita fresh®

twist pad®

nahe

B48FT78H0B Slide&Hide® Single Oven

Space saving – Slide the door away
to maximise space in
small kitchens.

full touch
control

full touch
control

slide&hide®

sensor-türöffnung

Bespoke fitted kitchens & home furniture

C

eltic Interiors was established in 1993. We are a Multi-Award Winning company that design and manufacture
Kitchens and Fitted Furniture. We are a strong close knit group many whom have been with Celtic Interiors
since the very beginning. Each member of our team brings their own individuality and flair to our creations. The
expert designers, Skilled Cabinet Makers and Experienced Hand Painters are all very passionate about their work,
and contribute to the Superb Standard of Craftsmanship, which people have long associated with Celtic Interiors.
Celtic Interiors believe that the kitchen is the heart of the home and our expert designers will create a kitchen that
is tailor made just for you and your family. We ensure that your furniture will reflect your true style and personality
and will incorporate your lifestyle. Whether that happens to be cooking up a culinary Masterpiece or enjoying
quality family time together, Celtic Interiors promise you that your kitchen will be all about you and yours. We
offer excellent customer service from start to finish as we believe this is key contributor to our continued success.

Multi Award Winners
6 Times Retailer of the year
2 Times Showroom of the year

St. Patrick’s Woollen Mills, Douglas, Cork. Tel: 021 489 4121
Web: www.celticinteriors.com

